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Abstract
Main memory systems have gone through dramatic increases in bandwidth and capacity. At the same time, their random access latency has remained relatively constant. For
given memory technology, optimizing the latency typically
requires sacrificing the density (i.e., cost per bit), which is
one of the most critical concerns for memory industry. Recent studies have proposed memory architectures comprised
of asymmetric (fast/low-density and slow/high-density) regions to optimize between overall latency and negative impact on density. Such memory architectures attempt to costeffectively offer both high capacity and high performance.
Yet they present a unique challenge, requiring direct placements of hot memory pages1 in the fast region and/or expensive runtime page migrations. In this paper, we propose a
novel resistive memory architecture sharing a set of row
buffers between a pair of neighboring banks. It enables two
attractive techniques: (1) migrating memory pages between
slow and fast banks with little performance overhead and (2)
adaptively allocating more row buffers to busier banks
based on memory access patterns. For an asymmetric
memory architecture with both slow/high-density and
fast/low-density banks, our shared row-buffer architecture
can capture 87-93% of the performance of a memory architecture with only fast banks.

1. Introduction
DRAM has been used for the main memory system for decades due to its high performance and low cost. Although
DRAM’s capacity and bandwidth have dramatically increased over years, DRAM’s random access latency has remained almost constant (i.e., more CPU cycles per access).
This makes memory latency a performance bottleneck in
many computer systems [1]. Furthermore, as DRAM scaling
becomes limited by less reliable charge storage and data
sensing, resistive memory technologies, such as phase
change memory (PCM) [2, 3, 4] and magnetoresistive random-access memory (MRAM) [5], have been proposed as a
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promising alternative to DRAM. However, main memory
systems using such technology can still remain as a performance bottleneck.
Trade-off between latency and density: In principle,
as more memory cells are integrated in an array for higher
density, it takes more effort to retrieve states from the cells
in the array. This is the prime reason for long latency of the
DRAM-based main memory system pursuing high density
[6]. Moreover, resistive memory has another latency and
density trade-off aspect associated with its unique property
that allows us to store one or more bits per cell (i.e., a singleor multi-level cell (SLC and MLC)). MLCs can offer 2 or 3×
higher capacity at the expense of considerably longer latency
than SLCs in particular for write operations [7, 8].
Asymmetric memory architecture: Since the memory
industry considers achieving high density as its top priority,
it is usually not willing to sacrifice density for latency. Thus,
recent studies have proposed memory architectures comprised of asymmetric sub-arrays [1] or banks [6], attempting
to optimize between overall latency and negative impact on
density. This leads to fast and slow regions within a single
memory device. The same concept can be applied to resistive memory where some are used as SLC banks and others
as MLC banks to constitute fast/small and slow/large regions.
Observing that a relatively small fraction of memory pages
are frequently accessed and thus performance-critical [9, 10],
an asymmetric memory architecture has the potential to
achieve both high density and low latency by placing performance-critical (hot) pages in the fast region.
Page placement and migration: However, there are
two undesirable aspects in the current asymmetric memory
architectures. First, the asymmetry is often determined at
design time [1, 6] and thus it cannot be adapted depending
on given program-specific memory access patterns at
runtime. This in turn requires a smart page placement mechanism to place all hot pages in the fast region with limited
capacity. However, determining the hot pages remains as a
key challenge since page placement should be decided when
a program accesses an unmapped virtual address for the first
time [11]. In other words, a processor has no runtime opportunity to observe the memory access patterns associated with
the page to make an informed decision on where to place the
page. This necessitates a page migration when a page is

placed in the undesired (slow) region at first. However, page
migration at runtime can be very costly in terms of both performance and energy consumption due to lack of a highbandwidth path between fast and slow regions. A simple
approach is to read the entire page to the processor through a
memory channel and write it back to another location. This
will occupy the memory channel for 640ns (i.e., more than
2000 4GHz-CPU cycles) to transfer a 4KB frame1 through
DDR3-1600. Although an in-DRAM bulk data movement
technique such as RowClone may alleviate the overhead of
migrating a page within one single sub-array [12], it is much
less efficient when the target system has to migrate a page to
a different bank.
Shared row-buffer architecture: Unlike commodity
DRAM architecture using cross-coupled inverters for both
sensing and buffering data, resistive memory architecture
decouples sensing and buffering and provides multiple row
buffers per bank to improve row-buffer locality and bank
concurrency [2, 4]. In this paper, building upon a baseline
architecture with two row buffers per bank depicted in Figure 1(a), we propose a novel row-buffer architecture for resistive memory. Figure 1(b) illustrates our row-buffer architecture that physically shares four row buffers between a pair
of two neighboring banks at design time, but logically partitions the row buffers and adaptively allocates them between
the two banks at runtime. This shared row-buffer architecture enables the following two attractive techniques:
(1) Lightweight page migration: Figure 2(a) depicts an
asymmetric memory architecture where the upper and lower
banks use MLCs and SLCs for high capacity and low latency,
respectively. As discussed earlier, such a memory architecture requires either an oracle page placement mechanism or
a magical page migration technique to efficiently service
memory requests. Leveraging our shared row-buffer architecture, we propose a practical technique to migrate pages
between two neighboring MLC and SLC banks with little
performance overhead. As shown in Figure 2(b), a request to
a memory page in an MLC bank will bring the page into one
of shared row buffers. The memory controller then labels the
row buffer as one that logically belongs to the SLC bank.
When the memory controller decides to evict the page from
the row buffer later, it will write back the page to the SLC
bank. In contrast to existing asymmetric memory architectures, our approach allows almost free page migrations as it
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Figure 2. Support page migration and row-buffer allocation in asymmetric memory architecture.

does not need to either explicitly transfer pages or occupy a
memory channel (and memory internal global I/O bus) during the transfers. With our lightweight page migration technique, the asymmetric architecture (Figure 2(a)) can capture
77%-89% performance of an SLC-only architecture.
(2) Adaptive row-buffer allocation: Our lightweight
page migration technique migrates more hot pages to fast
SLC banks which in turn service much more memory requests than slow MLC banks. This can reduce the effective
bank-level parallelism and increase the pressure on SLC
banks. To compensate for these negative effects, the memory
controller can take one of two row buffers from an MLC
bank and assign it to the paired SLC bank, as shown in Figure 2(c). This technique can even outperform the baseline
row-buffer architecture with oracle placements of hot pages
in SLC banks from the beginning. In a sense, this adaptive
row-buffer allocation provides a way to configure the
asymmetry adaptively based on memory access patterns at
runtime. A joint application of our adaptive row-buffer allocation and lightweight page migration techniques can capture 87%-93% performance of an SLC-only architecture
(4%-10% higher performance than the lightweight page migration technique only), even without accounting for the
performance benefit of larger capacity.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses current asymmetric memory architectures and their
challenges. Section 3 details our shared row-buffer architecture. Section 4 describes the lightweight page migration and
adaptive row-buffer allocation techniques enabled by the
shared row-buffer architecture. Section 5 briefs the experimental methodology. Section 6 presents evaluations. Section
7 provides various discussions on our architecture. Section 8
describes related work. Section 9 concludes the paper.

2. Asymmetric Memory Architecture
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Figure 1. (a) Baseline architecture that has 2 row buffers per bank; (b) our shared row-buffer architecture.

2.1 Asymmetric DRAM Architecture
Previous studies proposed two asymmetric DRAM architectures. Lee et al. proposed a tiered-latency DRAM architecture [1]. It divides a sub-array into two regions using isolation transistors. To read a page from the region near to the
sense amplifiers, the isolations transistors are turned off to
disconnect the cells in the far (slow) region from the bitlines.
This reduces the bitline capacitance and thus access latency

Cell distribution

of the near region. In another study, Son et al. proposed an
asymmetric DRAM bank organization [6]. Some of DRAM
banks are comprised of high-aspect-ratio mats (fewer cells
per local bitline) and have their column decoders and sense
amplifiers close to the I/O pads to enable the fast region.
The tiered-latency DRAM architecture employs an efficient mechanism to migrate memory pages between the fast
and slow regions within a single sub-array. However, the fast
and slow regions are not really operating independently,
which can degrade the effective performance of fast regions.
For example, a preceding request to a slow region can delay
a subsequent request to a fast region in the same bank.
Therefore, although every PCM cell can be possibly programmed as either SLC or MLC [13] and hence it is possible
to have SLC and MLC rows within a single bank, we use an
asymmetric architecture with separate SLC and MLC banks,
as shown in Figure 2(a). This asymmetric bank organization
can exploit the full performance benefit of the fast region as
they are independent banks; however, there is no efficient
way to transfer data between two banks.
2.2 Hybrid SLC‐MLC PCM
PCM employs a chalcogenide alloy such as Ge2Sb2Te5
(GST), which can represent two unique structural phases
based on the degree of heating temperature: (i) amorphous
and (ii) crystalline phases [14]. Unlike typical charge-based
memories (e.g., DRAM), PCM can store multiple bits into a
single memory core cell by allowing more resistance levels
between the amorphous and crystalline phases, as shown in
Figure 3. Consequently, it requires more effort to retrieve
states from MLCs than SLCs, leading to longer read latency.
Further, it takes even longer latency to store states to MLCs
because MLCs have a smaller region of programmed resistance than SLCs, as depicted in Figure 3 [15]. A single
programming pulse signal used for SLCs is not a solution to
program multiple resistance levels for MLCs. Instead, an
iterative multi-level programming technique is typically employed, but this increases write latency even further [7].
Table 1 tabulates the timing parameters of SLC and
MLC PCMs using the DDR3-1600 interface. First, tRCD is
the PCM read latency while tRP in fact represents write latency on the PCM array since previously buffered data have
to be written back to the array if they are dirty. The row decoding latency is from [2] whereas the cell sensing latency is
derived based on the cell biasing circuit described in [16]
and partially verified against real devices [17] (i.e., real 3-bit
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Table 1: PCM timing parameters based on DDR3-1600.
Timing params (cycle)
tRCD (read latency)
tRP (write latency)
tCAS
tWL
tCCD
tWR
tRTP
tRRDACT
tRRDPRE
tREFI
tRFC

SLC
50
120
11
8
4
12
6
2
10
infinite
0

2-bit MLC
94
864
11
8
4
12
6
2
6
7.4e10
6656

3-bit MLC
138
1040
11
8
4
12
6
2
7
3.0e7
8064

MLC device not available) with 8.5% variance. Note that
tRCD and tRP in Table 1 do not include the latency of driving data between sense amplifiers of a bank and one of multiple row buffers, which is discussed later in Section 3.2 in
more detail. Second, tRRDACT and tRRDPRE specify the delays between two consecutive activate and write-back commands, respectively. Finally, in contrast to SLC PCMs, MLC
PCMs have much smaller resistive margins that may not be
enough to tolerate the resistance drift over time, as shown in
Figure 3. To avoid the potential of data corruption, MLC
PCMs require periodical refresh operations based on data
retention time. The refresh process is defined by tREFI and
tRFC, which are derived based on [18] and [19].
As illustrated in Figure 2(a), we can use four SLC banks
and four MLC banks in a PCM device. Compared with SLConly PCM, we can increase the total capacity while potentially approaching the performance of a memory system
based on SLC-only PCM.
2.3 Page Placement and Migration Challenges
It is very challenging to precisely determine which pages are
hot and then place the hot pages in fast banks at initial page
placement time. First, as discussed in Section 1, it is not viable to place a page after observing its memory access patterns [11]. Thus, typical hardware-based profile-and-predict
techniques are not applicable for such a purpose. Second, a
page that is frequently requested by memory instructions is
not necessarily a hot page in the memory, due to machinespecific filtering effect of on-chip caches [20]. Hence, static
compiler-based profiling techniques (e.g., [21]) may not be
effective. Finally, either static or dynamic profiling techniques cannot capture the interference effect of arbitrary corunning applications on the shared last-level cache.
Any history-based page selection policy requires a dynamic page migration. There are various page selection policies regarding how to track page accesses and rank the pages
[9, 20, 22, 23, 24, 25]. In the end, a dynamic page migration
is needed to fulfill the page selection results. However, transferring a page through a relatively low-bandwidth memory
channel can incur a significant performance penalty. Furthermore, the high cost of page migrations limits the minimum length of each epoch for fine-grained adjustments and
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exacerbates the negative impact of imperfect page selection
policies on memory system performance. Although we can
attempt a finer-grained migration (e.g., a 64-byte block instead of a page) to reduce the latency of each migration, the
cost of storing and tracking all re-mapping information will
substantially increase.
A recent proposal (i.e., RowClone) provides two mechanisms to copy pages between two rows within a DRAM
device [12]. The first mechanism (denoted by fast-parallel
mode (FPM)) can migrate a page within a single sub-array in
a very efficient way without any changes to the architecture
and interface of commodity DRAM devices. A row copy
operation can be done by simply sending two consecutive
activate commands to the source and destination rows, respectively. The second mechanism (denoted by pipelined
serial mode (PSM)) can migrate a source row in one bank to
a destination row in another bank. It exploits the DRAM
internal global I/O bus shared by all the banks, as depicted in
Figure 4. Although the internal global I/O bus is wider (e.g.,
64 bits per ×8 DRAM device or 64 bytes per rank comprised
of 8×8 DRAM devices), it operates at a lower frequency
(e.g., 200MHz for DDR3-1600 [26]). In fact, the bandwidth
of in-memory migration (64 bits per 200MHz cycle) is the
same as the off-chip I/O bandwidth (8 bits per 1.6GHz cycle). Since the round-trip migration process now changes
into a one-way process, the migration latency is cut by half,
but it is still over 1000 4GHz-CPU cycles. Furthermore, the
half-bank
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3.1 Architecture
In this section, we describe our proposed shared row-buffer
architecture. Consider that PCM architectures with multiple
row buffers have been already proposed in previous studies
[2, 4] and implemented in silicon [28]. Thus, we take a PCM
architecture with two private row buffers per bank as our
baseline (cf. Figure 1(a)) and focus on the required changes
for sharing row buffers between two paired neighboring
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memory channel must be disconnected from the internal
global I/O bus during a row migration, and hence, it cannot
respond to any memory requests originating from co-running
applications to other banks [12]. Note that this does not suggest that RowClone is inefficient because of two reasons: (1)
it does not require a decoupled sensing and buffering structure, which may increase the cost of DRAM devices, and (2)
it is more efficient in copying a row within a single subarray (FPM) than across different banks (PSM). Yet only
PSM can be employed in our memory architecture with
asymmetric banks.
An early DRAM study proposed a cache DRAM architecture containing a 1Mb DRAM and an 8Kb SRAM cache
[27]. Theoretically, the SRAM cache can be used as a transfer station similar to our shared row buffers for page migrations. However, from this centralized SRAM cache to one of
the DRAM banks, it will be a low-bandwidth path, as can be
inferred based on Figure 4. In fact, because of this intermediate transfer station, the migration latency will be twice the
latency of RowClone PSM.
In summary, the previous asymmetric memory architecture requires costly page migrations at runtime even with a
technique such as RowClone. This in turn diminishes the
benefit of asymmetric memory architectures. Consequently,
we need a memory architecture that can provide a lightweight page migration mechanism and/or adapt the asymmetry based on the memory access patterns at runtime.
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Figure 5. An 8-bank PCM device with 4 row buffers shared by two paired banks.

banks. Note that commodity DRAM does not use global row
buffers at the edge of each bank as shown in Figure 1(a),
because it uses local, per-mat cross-coupled inverters for
both sensing and buffering data. However, PCM decouples
sensing and buffering and its sense amplifiers drive explicit
latches, giving more flexibilities in row-buffer organization,
e.g., multiple row buffers per bank [2]. In fact, this is observed in other types of commercially available non-volatile
memories (e.g. flash) employing multiple data/cache registers to hide latency.
Figure 5(a) presents a high-level view of a PCM device
with 8 banks (i.e., essentially a physical view of Figure 1(b)).
It uses a split-bank architecture that can be found in modern
DRAM architectures [6]. A single logical bank is split into
two half-banks that are located at the upper and lower sides
of a device, respectively, as depicted in Figure 5(a) to reduce
the number of inter-bank datalines [6]. On one side of the
device, two half-banks, which belong to two neighboring
logical banks, are closely placed, and their sense amplifiers
and row buffers are positioned between these two half-banks.
These two half-banks denote one bank group, and their corresponding logical banks become a pair of neighboring
banks sharing these row buffers. The only required change is
the need for two row-buffer selection bits (RB [1:0]) to select one of four shared row buffers instead of one bit to select one of two private row buffers. Figure 5(b) depicts the
organization of four shared row buffers within a single bank
group. The major change is that the sense amplifiers of a
bank should be connected to all four row buffers through
bank access lines (BALs). This is to some extent equivalent
to increasing the number of private row buffers per bank
from two to four, except for the further mechanisms to prevent a race condition on BALs.
As shown in Figure 6, the sense amplifier (S/A) gate ensures that the two sets of sense amplifiers of the two paired
banks do not drive the BAL at the same time. For example,
suppose we activate a row in a bank and store the retrieved
page into a row buffer. In such an operation, the S/A gate is
turned on for one cycle after the data is stabilized in the
sense amplifier and ready to be driven into the target row
buffer. Then we just need to append a few more timing conCMD, RB[1:0]
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Figure 6. Circuit-level details for row-buffer sharing.

Table 2. Latency analysis for moving data between
sense amplifiers of a bank and one of the row buffers.
Latency
decoder gate
decoder output wire
equalization
bank access gate
bank access line
latch
Total

Baseline
Shared row-buffer
(2 buffers per bank) (4 buffers per bank pair)
486 ps
380 ps
50 ps
80 ps
18 ps
80 ps
1094 ps

500 ps
380 ps
50 ps
90 ps
35 ps
80 ps
1135 ps

straints to the memory controller to ensure that the S/A gates
of two paired banks are not turned on in the same cycle.
3.2 Latency Overhead
As can be observed from Figure 6, sharing the row buffers
between two paired banks can increase the latency for driving data from the sense amplifiers of a bank to a row buffer
and vice versa, since more row buffers are connected
through BALs. Table 2 compares the latency components of
shared row-buffer architecture against those of the baseline
architecture. The increased latency components are as follows. First, a 2-to-4 decoder replaces the 1-to-2 decoder in
the baseline architecture and results in longer decoder gate
latency. Second, the bank access gate latency is increased
since a BAL needs to drive four bank access gates instead of
two. Finally, the longer BALs to connect more row buffers
increase the wire latency of BALs. In summary, the shared
row-buffer architecture increases latency of transferring data
between sense amplifiers and row buffers only by 41ps
compared with the baseline architecture according to our
SPICE simulation. The latency increase is very small because the major latency components are in the vertical direction while the shared row-buffer architecture only slightly
increases the latency components in the horizontal direction
in Figure 6. For conservative evaluation, nonetheless, we
add one cycle to tRCD and tRP.
3.3 Timing Protocol Changes
Since two paired banks share a BAL connected to all four
row buffers, the sense amplifiers from two paired banks are
not supposed to drive the BAL in the same cycle. Note that
the cycle here refers to the internal array cycle (5ns or
200MHz for DDR3-1600), while the external command rate
is 800MHz. As a result, if the memory controller issues two
consecutive activate commands to the two paired banks,
there can be a race condition on the BAL. Therefore, we
introduce a new timing parameter tRRDACT_PAIR (= 4 command cycles (4×1.25ns)), as shown in Figure 7. Similarly,
there is also a minimum 4-cycle delay between two writeback commands to the paired banks (tRRDPRE_PAIR). However, tRRDPRE_PAIR is completely hidden by the existing timing
parameter, tRRDpre (6~10 cycles) as shown in Table 1. Besides, a read operation turns on the S/A gate to drive the retrieved data into a row buffer at the end of tRCD, while a
write-back operation switches on the S/A gate at the begin-
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Figure 7. Additional timing constraints.

ning of tRP to drive the data into the sense amplifiers. Therefore, supposing that an activate command is issued to Bank
0 at time T0, we see a 4-cycle time window (from T0 + tRCD
− 4 to T0 + tRCD) in which a write-back command to Bank
4 should not be issued, as a write-restricted window shown
in Figure 7.
3.4 Simultaneous Sharing vs. Dynamic Partitioning
As four row buffers are physically shared between two
paired banks, there are two options regarding how to utilize
them. First, the memory controller can consider that all four
row buffers are logically shared by two paired banks at any
given time, denoted by simultaneous sharing. Second, the
memory controller assumes the row buffers are logically
partitioned between two paired banks, but can be repartitioned dynamically. Although simultaneous sharing may
offer higher performance with more flexibility, it can also
significantly complicate the memory controller design. A
major complication introduced by logically sharing the row
buffers is that the two paired banks are no longer fully independent. For example, in order to issue an activate command
for a request to Bank 0, we need to evict a page currently
stored in a selected row buffer. When the page is dirty and
belongs to Bank 4, it requires the memory controller to write
the page back to Bank 4 first. That is, a request to Bank 0
incurs a write operation to Bank 4. Consequently, significant
changes are required to the per-bank schedulers in memory
controllers described in various studies [29, 30, 31].
Hence, for each pair of banks the memory controller
needs to maintain a 4-bit status register in which each bit
corresponds to one of the four row buffers that are physically
shared by two paired banks. Each bit denotes which bank the
corresponding row buffer logically belongs to. When the
memory controller decides to re-partition the physically
shared row buffers at runtime, it can simply clears a row
buffer and flips the corresponding bit in the status register.

buffer indicating that it is assigned to the other bank; (3)
update the destination row address tracked by the memory
controller for the row buffer; and (4) label the page as a dirty
one. At this point, the migration process is logically done,
and the memory controller does not need to perform any
special action further. When the migrating page gets evicted
from the row buffer sometime later, it will be naturally written back to the destination bank. In this section, we will first
describe how we manage the asymmetric banks and how the
page migration is utilized.
4.2 Data Management in Asymmetric Banks
Regarding how to exploit the asymmetric memory architecture, there are various design approaches: (1) fast regions are
used as caches; and (2) fast and slow regions form a unified
address space but mapping between fast and slow regions
are managed by hardware or software with various hot page
selection policies. Since various design options have been
already discussed in previous studies (e.g., [1, 20]), we will
focus on describing our design with necessary reasoning.
Note that this design space exploration is orthogonal to our
proposed page migration technique, but we expose the storage capacity of fast SLC banks to the OS and hence SLC
and MLC banks together form a unified address space to
avoid a major loss of total capacity in this paper.
Hardware-managed mapping scheme: We use a
hardware-managed page translation table to track swapped
pages and thus make the page migration transparent to the
OS. Otherwise, if the page migration is exposed to the OS by
modifying the virtual-to-physical frame mapping, TLB updates and cache invalidations are required [9, 22]. To reduce
the size of the page re-mapping table, we use a direct
mapped scheme. In Figure 8(a), suppose that a pair of 3-bit
MLC and SLC banks is sharing four row buffers. A (physical)
row of an SLC bank has 1 page slot while that of a 3-bit
MLC bank has 3 page slots. Two (physical) rows with the
same physical row index from a pair of SLC and MLC banks
form one logical row. We consider 4 pages in one logical
row as one page group, while restricting the page migration
only within one page group. Therefore, we can use 2 bits for
each page (i.e., 8 bits for each logical row) to track its remapped physical slots within one page group. For example,
in Figure 8(b) pages 2 and 3 are swapped in the shaded logical row such that page 2 is now mapped to the page slot in
3-bit MLC bank
Page 0

4. Lightweight Page Migration
4.1 Page Migration Mechanism
As explained at the end of Section 1 and Figure 2(b), the
migration process itself is straightforward with the help of
our proposed shared row buffers. The memory controller
only needs to (1) issue an activate command to bring a
migrating page into a row buffer from the source bank; (2)
flip the bit in the status register associated with the row
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Figure 9. One entry in the 32-way 128-entry (4 page
groups per entry) translation buffer.

the SLC bank. Overall, we need one page translation table
for each pair of SLC-MLC banks; there is one entry for each
physical row and 8 bits for each entry. For the memory system we simulate (Table 4), each bank has 32K physical rows,
resulting in 32KB additional storage for each pair of banks
in the processor. While one can apply our approach for
asymmetric memory with 2-bit MLC banks which exhibit
better reliability, we use 3-bit MLC banks here to simplify
the physical-to-device address mapping for illustration purpose, since each page group will have 3 pages (instead of 4)
with 2-bit MLC banks.
Translation buffer: Although we have significantly
reduced the size of a page translation table by limiting the
freedom of migration with a direct mapped scheme, the
32KB on-chip storage for each pair of banks may be still
relatively large. Therefore, we store the full page translation
table in the first eight rows of the SLC bank. After the booting process, the OS should be informed that the first eight
rows are not available for virtual-to-physical frame mapping.
Similar to the TLB used in a processor, we also maintain a
translation buffer to cache the recently-used page translation
table entries. In addition, we put the page translation
information of four consecutive logical rows (page groups)
into one entry in the translation buffer since the data field is
relatively small (8 bits for one logical row or page group) by
default, compared with the tag field (13 most significant bits
(MSBs) of 15 row index bits). As shown in Figure 9, the two
least significant bits (LSBs) of a row index are used to select
the requested page translation entry, and the eleven MSBs of
a row index are used for tag comparison. In this way, the
number of cached page translation entries is increased by 4
times. Finally a simple FIFO policy is used as our replacement policy of the translation buffer. In summary, a 32-way
128-entry (4 page groups per entry) translation buffer needs
0.7KB storage for each pair of banks. Using 32nm highperformance technology, our estimation based on CACTI
[32] exhibits that the translation buffer has only 0.23ns access latency, 5.3pJ energy consumption per access and
6.4mW leakage power consumption.
4.3 Page Swapping Procedure
A memory request to an MLC bank incurs a page swap
between the requested page and the page with the same
physical row index currently in the SLC bank (victim page).
The memory controller labels this request as a triggering

request, and creates another pseudo triggering request to the
victim page. As a result, the two triggering requests will
bring the two to-be-swapped pages into the physically
shared row buffers. After an activate command is issued for
the triggering request, the target row buffer is labeled as one
assigned to the other paired bank. The page is labeled as a
dirty one and the associated row and page-slot indices
tracked by the memory controller are also updated. Because
the corresponding entry in the translation buffer is updated
immediately after the triggering requests are pushed into the
request queue, a strict ordering is enforced for the two
triggering requests with respect to their preceding and
following requests to the same pair of banks. Note that a
pseudo triggering request does not need to actually
read/write data through the memory channel; after its
activate command is issued, it is done and removed from the
request queue. Thus it does not consume the memory
channel bandwidth.
The performance overheads associated with the page
swapping process include an activate operation and a writeback operation for the victim page, and a write-back operation for the requested page. Note that the activate operation
for the requested page is on-demand since it is invoked by an
actual memory request at runtime. The extra read operation
for the victim page is in the SLC bank and hence is not likely to be on the critical path considering the slower activate
operation to the requested page in the MLC bank. Besides,
the victim page is not demanded by an actual memory request (a pseudo triggering request instead). Thus, we may
use an eager-write-back policy for the victim page considering that it is less likely to be re-used in the near future.
4.4 Adaptive Row‐buffer Allocation
Since the SLC banks are used as exclusive caches to the
MLC banks, hot pages tend to reside in the SLC banks. Consequently, most incoming memory requests will be serviced
by the SLC banks, reducing the effective bank-level parallelism. More importantly, the SLC banks in an SLC-MLC
PCM system will exhibit a ~2× higher access rate than the
banks in an SLC-only PCM system, incurring more page
conflicts and longer memory request latencies. On the other
hand, as a bank has more row buffers, it can offer significantly higher performance for most applications [2]. Thus,
we can take one row buffer from the MLC bank and assign it
to the SLC bank.

5. Experimental Methodology
We use 20 benchmarks from SPEC CPU2006 and 12 GPGPU benchmarks from Rodinia suite [33] (Table 3). The
SPEC benchmarks are categorized into three groups (H, M,
and L) based on their memory intensities, measured by
memory accesses per kilo memory cycles (MPKC). For
GPU benchmarks, besides MPKC, we also present the rowbuffer locality, measured as a ratio of row-buffer hits to the
total number of accesses. We create multi-program CPU
workloads by mixing benchmarks from various categories.

Table 4: System configurations.

Table 3: Workloads.
CPU benchmarks
SPEC-LOW
(L)

povray, tonto,
h264ref, sjeng

0.005 – 0.45

SPEC-MEDIUM
(M)

gromacs, astar, gobmk,
calculix, hmmer, sphinx3,
namd, bzip2, omnetpp, soplex

0.6 – 5.9

SPEC –HIGH
(H)

leslie3d, libquantum,
bwaves, milc, lbm, mcf

15.4 – 109.8

GPU benchmarks

Abbrev.

MPKC

RBL

Back Propagation
Breadth-First Search
CFD Solver
HeartWall
HotSpot
K-Means
LavaMD
LU Decomposition
Particle Filter
Path Finder
SRAD
Streamcluster

BKP
BFS
CFD
HTW
HSP
Kmeans
LavaMD
LUD
PTF
PFD
SRAD
SC

476
223
250
149
144
463
477
133
36
488
39
96

0.99
0.41
0.86
0.84
0.84
0.87
0.99
0.97
0.84
0.99
0.29
0.53

Multi-program CPU workloads
LM1
LM2
LM3
LH1
LH2
LH3
MH1
MH2
MH3
HH1
HH2
HH3

CPU

4 cores, 4.0GHz, 4-wide issue
2-way associative, 32KB private I-L1/D-L1
16-way associative, 4MB shared L2

GPU

12 SMs, 32 SIMD lanes per SM, 800MHz
4-way associative, 16KB L1 per SM
48KB scratchpad (shared) memory per SM
8-way associative, 512KB shared L2

Memory

DDR3-1600 interface, 8GB PCM
32/32-entry read/write queue, FR-FCFS
2 channels, 2 rank/channel, 8 banks/rank
8KB row size, 4KB row buffer size

MPKI

povray – sjeng – gromacs – astar
tonto – h264ref – gobmk – hmmer
provray – h264ref – astar – soplex
povray – tonto – leslie3d – libquantum
tonto – sjeng – bwaves – milc
sjeng – h264ref – lbm – mcf
gobmk – hmmer – leslie3d – bwaves
bzip2 – soplex – libquantum – milc
hmmer – namd – bwaves – lbm
leslie3d – libquantum – bwaves – milc
libquantum – bwaves – milc – lbm
bwaves – milc – lbm – mcf

For example, Mix-LM consists of two benchmarks from
SPEC-LOW and SPEC-MEDIUM, respectively.
We use a cycle-level integrated gem5+GPGPU-Sim
simulator [34, 35, 36]. We implement a cycle-driven
memory controller model with the DDR3-1600 protocol and
PCM timing parameters (Table 1). We configure the simulator to model the AMD A10-6800K Richland APU [37]
(Table 4). While previous studies on PCM proposed hybrid
PCM+DRAM memory systems, our proposed techniques are
orthogonally applicable to PCM used in PCM+DRAM systems. In this paper, we use a PCM-only system for the main

results and also a generic PCM+DRAM system to demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed techniques.
Note that previous studies on multiple row-buffer design
for PCMs employ smaller row buffers, which are narrower
than a physical row in a PCM bank [2, 4]. In Section 4.2, our
illustration assumed that row buffers have the same width as
a physical row in a bank. It was only meant to simplify the
explanation, while our evaluation does employ row buffers
that are narrower than a PCM row as shown in Table 4.

6. Performance Evaluation
6.1 Effectiveness of Lightweight Page Migration
In this section, we use a 32-way 128-entry (4 page groups
per entry) translation buffer for our evaluation. We simulate
the following 5 configurations to evaluate our page migration mechanism.
 SLC-Only: SLC-only baseline system; each SLC bank is
assumed to employ 2× physical rows to provide the
same capacity as hybrid SLC-MLC system but have the
same timing parameters for performance comparison.
 MLC-Only: MLC-only baseline system.
 LPM (SLC-MLC): SLC-MLC hybrid system using the
data management policy described in Section 4.2 and
our lightweight page migration (LPM) for swapping
pages.
 RowClone (SLC-MLC): LPM (SLC-MLC) but using the
RowClone technique for swapping pages.
 OracleSelection (SLC-MLC): SLC-MLC hybrid system
using a perfect runtime hot page selection policy but
still using RowClone technique to migrate selected hot
pages; it assumes that we can track the access count for
each page and sort pages in each page group at end of
each epoch to select the hot pages [20].

SLC

MLC

LPM (SLC-MLC)

RowClone (SLC-MLC)

OracleSelection (SLC-MLC)

Norm. IPC

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

Figure 10. Performance evaluation of a hybrid SLC-MLC PCM system using Lightweight Page Migration (LPM) for
swapping pages for CPU benchmarks. IPC values are normalized to those of a PCM system with only SLC banks.
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Figure 11. Performance evaluation of a hybrid SLC-MLC PCM system for multi-program CPU workloads.

Figure 10 presents the performance evaluation of CPU
benchmarks in the SPEC-MEDIUM and SPEC-HIGH categories. First, the MLC-only memory system delivers 43%
lower geo-mean performance than the SLC-only baseline
memory system. This indicates a substantial performance
loss for using only high-density MLC banks. Second, LPM
(SLC-MLC) achieves 89% of the geo-mean performance
given by SLC-Only, while providing 2× higher memory capacity for the same chip area. In contrast, RowClone (SLCMLC) achieves only 75% of the geo-mean performance of
SLC-Only, since RowClone introduces migration overhead
on every page swap. Finally, OracleSelection (SLC-MLC)
achieves 81% of SLC-Only’s geo-mean performance. It is 6%
higher than RowClone (SLC-MLC) since the extensive profiling effort results in a better hot page selection and hence
reduces unnecessary page migrations which are expensive
using RowClone. However, it is still 8% lower than LPM
(SLC-MLC), since any runtime page selection policy requires page migrations in the end to achieve a desired page
placement. On the other hand, OracleSelection (SLC-MLC)
swaps pages only when a memory request hits a profiled hot
page in MLC banks, while LPM (SLC-MLC) incurs more

page swaps, some of which can be unnecessary. The fact that
LPM (SLC-MLC) outperforms OracleSelection (SLC-MLC)
suggests that our lightweight page migration mechanism also
lowers the requirement for perfect page selection policy,
which can be expensive to implement.
For multi-program CPU workloads shown in Figure 11,
LPM (SLC-MLC) achieves 87% of the geo-mean
performance of SLC-Only, showing relatively more
advantage than RowClone (SLC-MLC), which only achieves
68% of the geo-mean performance of SLC-Only. This is because the pipelined serial mode of RowClone disconnects
the internal global I/O bus from the memory channel during
a bank-to-bank page migration, as shown in Figure 4.
Consequently, a page swap invoked by one program will not
only hurt the performance of its own but also co-running
programs since the internal global I/O bus shared by all
memory banks is occupied for 512 cycles (2×256 cycles for
swapping). This exacerbates the negative effect of migration
latency in multi-program environments. In contrast, a page
swap using our proposed LPM technique is not as disruptive
as RowClone, as explained earlier.

pages (>95% accesses) directly placed in SLC banks
from the beginning with perfect future knowledge.
Figure 14 presents the geo-mean performance of CPU,
GPU, and multi-program workloads. We also plot the
benchmarks that achieve relatively lower performance with
only LPM. The IPC values are normalized to SLC-Only.
First, our adaptive row-buffer allocation technique significantly improves the performance of some benchmarks. LPM
+ RBA provides additional 12% to 49% performance improvement on top of LPM (SLC-MLC) for leslie3d, lbm,
Figure 13. Page swapping rates using RowClone for
GPU benchmarks.
HH1, LavaMD, and PTF. As an example, lbm is very sensitive to the number of banks, as also observed in [38]. ThereFurthermore, for GPU benchmarks in Figure 12, LPM fore, the degraded bank-level parallelism with only LPM
exhibits even more advantage than RowClone in supporting significantly hurts the performance, while adaptive rowpage swaps in an SLC-MLC PCM system. LPM (SLC-MLC) buffer allocation minimizes the performance degradation
achieves 77% of the geo-mean performance of SLC-Only, with increased bank concurrency and row-buffer locality
compared with only 42% for RowClone (SLC-MLC) and 53% owing to more row buffers for SLC banks. In summary,
for OracleSelection (SLC-MLC). This is because the LPM + RBA achieves 87%-93% of the geo-mean performemory channel bandwidth wasted by swapping pages in mance of SLC-Only.
RowClone exerts a more significant negative impact on the
Second, LPM (FA) + RBA presents a perfect case that
bandwidth-sensitive GPU benchmarks than CPU bench- allows pages to migrate freely between a pair of neighboring
marks. Figure 13 plots the page swapping rates, measured as banks instead of restricting in a single 4-page group, while
the number of page swaps in 10K memory cycles per chan- ignoring the hardware cost for tracking migrations. As
nel, when using RowClone as a migration mechanism for shown in Figure 14, LPM (FA) + RBA significantly imrunning GPU benchmarks. Based on the previous calculation, proves the performance compared with LPM + RBA for milc
one page swap in 10K memory cycles incurs ~5% band- and SRAD. This indicates that we do have cases where rewidth loss in this channel. Therefore, benchmarks with a stricting migration freedom can hurt the performance. The
higher page swapping rate will suffer more from the band- reason is that for a non-trivial number of page groups, there
width waste incurred by RowClone, as we can observe by are more than one hot pages competing for the only one fast
correlating Figure 12 and Figure 13.
page slot in the SLC bank. Nonetheless, we should note that
6.2 Adaptive Row‐buffer Allocation (RBA)
this data management policy is orthogonal to our proposed
As explained in Section 4.4, we can take one row buffer lightweight page migration technique. Furthermore, LPM
from an MLC bank and assign it to the paired SLC bank to actually helps to reduce the negative effect of restricted micompensate the degraded bank-level parallelism and reduce gration freedom significantly. As shown in Figure 10 and
the pressure on the busier SLC bank. We simulate the fol- Figure 12, RowClone (SLC-MLC) achieves only 25% and 11%
of SLC-Only’s performance for milc and SRAD, while LPM
lowing 4 configurations
(SLC-MLC) delivers a much higher performance (i.e., 71%
 LPM (SLC-MLC): as described in Section 6.1.
 LPM + RBA: adding RBA on top of LPM to assign one and 67%), since the frequent migrations incurred by multiple
hot pages in one page group introduce much lower overhead
more row buffer to the SLC bank.
with LPM than RowClone.
 LPM (FA) + RBA: LPM + RBA but allowing a page to
Finally and most interestingly, LPM (FA) + RBA even
be migrated to any row instead of within a single logical
outperforms OraclePlacement by 4%, 11% and 4% for CPU,
row (fully associative vs. direct mapped described in
GPU and multi-program workloads, respectively. Compared
Section 6.1).
with OraclePlacement, where hot pages are directly placed
 OraclePlacement: SLC-MLC hybrid system with hot in SLC banks and hence no migration is needed, LPM (SLC# of Page Swaps per Channel in 10K Memory Cycles
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Figure 12. Performance evaluation of a hybrid SLC-MLC PCM system for GPU benchmarks.
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Figure 15. Performance evaluation of LPM and RBA in DRAM+PCM systems when 0%, 50%, 75%, and 90% of
memory access are sent to DRAM.

MLC) exhibits only 3%-7% lower geo-mean performance
due to our low-overhead migration mechanism. In addition,
our adaptive row-buffer allocation technique further improves the performance, outperforming the oracle page
placement with the baseline row-buffer architecture.
6.3 Effectiveness in PCM+DRAM Memory Systems
So far we evaluated a PCM-only memory system, but a hybrid PCM+DRAM setup can also be an appealing option to
exploit the benefit of both memory technologies. In fact,
LPM and RBA can be orthogonally applicable to PCM used
in a PCM+DRAM system. However, the main concern for
fairly evaluating our proposed techniques in a PCM+DRAM
context is that there are many open design options regarding
the organization (e.g., DRAM as OS-transparent caches vs.
part of unified address space) and the page placement policy
(e.g., how to track, rank, and move pages between DRAM
and PCM).
Thus, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed
techniques in PCM+DRAM memory systems in the following generic way. In each memory channel, we connect
DDR3-1600 DRAM and PCM modules. The PCM still have
a hybrid SLC-MLC setup with either LPM or RowClone to
swap pages. We manipulate the address mapping such that X%
of total memory accesses are sent to DRAM, where X is a
configurable parameter in our simulation.
Figure 15 compares LPM (SLC-MLC), LPM + RBA, and
RowClone (SLC-MLC) when X equals 0, 50, 75, and 90. For
each X value, IPC values are normalized to SLC-Only. When
we consider running memory-intensive workloads (i.e.,
SPEC-high, GPU and Mix-HH) with X = 75, LPM + RBA
achieves 94%, 93% and 98% of the geo-mean performance
LPM (SLC-MLC)

LPM + RBA

of SLC-Only, respectively. In contrast, RowClone (SLC-MLC)
achieves 81%, 63%, and 75% of the geo-mean performance
of SLC-only. In other words, LPM + RBA still gives notably
higher performance than RowClone (SLC-MLC) for
memory-intensive workloads. In general, with more memory
accesses serviced by DRAM (i.e., higher X), the performance of PCM makes a less impact on the overall performance (IPC). However, Figure 15 demonstrates that LPM +
RBA is still effective to improve the performance for
memory-intensive workloads even when DRAM is used
with PCM. That is, LPM and RBA are useful as long as the
performance and capacity of PCM still matters for the overall performance of a computing system.
In summary, LPM and RBA increase the capacity of
main memory systems with high-density MLC banks while
offering the performance of SLC-MLC memory systems
close to SLC-only memory systems, whether DRAM is used
together or not. Note, such a benefit is demonstrated even
without accounting for the performance benefit of larger
capacity.

7. Discussions
The proposed architecture and techniques are based on the
PCM’s decoupled sensing and buffering structure, leveraging non-destructive read characteristics of resistive memory.
However, they are not specific to the PCM technology itself.
Any memory technology that employs decoupled sensing
and buffering can exploit our key idea of sharing row buffers
between banks.
Upon swapping two pages, both rows have to be written
back to the memory bank even they are not really dirty,
which in turn may shorten the PCM lifetime. However, firstLPM (FA) + RBA

OraclePlacement
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Figure 14. Combining Lightweight Page Migration (LPM) and Adaptive Row-buffer Allocation (RBA).

ly this concern actually is resulted from the data management policy instead of our LPM technique. Besides, it is
reported that MLCs exhibit much shorter lifetime than SLCs
[39], while our simulation suggests that the number of writes
to MLC banks is reduced by ~85% on average (with few
exceptions increasing the number of writes by up to 4.6×)
since hot pages are often cached in SLC banks.

hints and performs close to oracular page placement, mitigating the requirement for expensive page migrations. In
contrast, we provide a LPM mechanism and in turn reduce
the burden on the software side. Lastly, the OraclePlacement
case assuming an idealized page placement policy even for
multi-program CPU workloads (cf. additional challenges
described in Section 2.3) has been evaluated in Section 6.2.

8. Other Related Work

9. Conclusion

In addition to the closely related work including tieredlatency DRAM [1], asymmetric-bank DRAM [6] and
RowClone [12] that are already discussed in Section 2, we
discuss other related work below.
PCM-based main memory: Lee et al. evaluated the performance and energy consumption of PCM-based main
memory systems. A comprehensive analysis on the buffer
design space suggests that it can improve the locality and
reduce write energy consumption with multiple narrower
row buffers [2].
PCM+DRAM hybrid memory system: Qureshi et al. proposed PCM-based main memory coupled with a small
DRAM buffer, which acts as a last-level cache [3]. Such a
hybrid architecture can exploit the low latency of DRAM
and large capacity of PCM. Dhiman et al. proposed another
hybrid memory system that DRAM and PCM constitute separate partitions of the address space [23]. This study also
presented a data migration policy that once the number of
writes to a PCM frame reaches a threshold, the data is migrated from PCM to DRAM partition. Ramos et al. proposed
a page ranking policy to manage the data migration between
PCM and DRAM. The memory controller monitors the access pattern and migrates the frequently-accessed, writeintensive page frames to DRAM [9]. Even though these previous work also studied page migration, they have focused
on a different aspect compared to this paper. Since the PCM
and DRAM are physically separated chips, an expensive
page migration through memory channels is inevitable.
Therefore, previous studies have focused on the policies to
identify the pages that should be migrated to achieve an optimal page placement. In contrast, we focus on the migration
process itself and provide an efficient mechanism to migrate
pages between asymmetric memory banks.
Page placement in heterogeneous memory systems:
Meswani et al. studied memory management policies of a
heterogeneous memory system mixing die-stacked and conventional off-package memories. Various techniques regarding dynamic page access tracking and hot page selection are
discussed and evaluated. However, as mentioned in Section
2.3, page migrations are required anyway given a runtime
hot page selection result. Also the OracleSelection (SLCMLC) case assuming an idealized runtime page selection
policy has been evaluated in Section 6.1. From another perspective, Agarwal et al. proposed a smart page placement
policy for GPU with high-bandwidth GDDR5 and low-cost
DDR4 memories. The page placement policy combines
compiler-based profiling information and program-annotated

In this paper, we propose a novel shared row-buffer architecture for resistive memory. This is motivated by the benefit of
asymmetric memory architecture and the challenges associated with page placement and migration, which are needed
to exploit the full potential of asymmetric memory architecture. With the physically shared row buffers between two
neighboring banks, we propose two effective techniques that
can significantly enhance the performance of asymmetric
memory architecture. First, our shared row-buffer architecture enables a lightweight page migration (LPM) between
neighboring banks. Second, our shared row-buffer architecture enables an adaptive row-buffer allocation (RBA) based
on the imbalanced bank access rates at runtime. Hence the
performance of fast banks, in which hot pages tends to reside,
can be further improved by allocating more row buffers to
them. We demonstrate the effectiveness of LPM and RBA
using an SLC-MLC hybrid memory system. Compared to an
SLC-only memory system, such an SLC-MLC hybrid
memory system can increase the capacity with the slow,
high-density MLC banks, while approaching the performance of an SLC-only memory system with the help of
LPM and RBA.
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